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Abstract

Monitoring supply chain transportation through distribution transportation network is a challenging issue that must be properly and effectively monitored. Disruption risk has led to a significant growth in freight network requirements in smart supply chain management. Several researches provided enabling models to assess freight and traffic transportation risks in supply chain. Yet, the key challenge within the supply chain management is elaborating advanced technologies in distribution network and disruption risks mitigation. This paper presents a literature review on the explored relation between disruptions risks in smart supply chain transportation, industries and organizations throughout the world to enhance the effectiveness of distribution networks. This study explores the necessity of collaboration between smart supply chain management and transportation distribution network during disruptions. Within this context, different research requirement were thoroughly investigated to highlights all aspects and criteria including advanced management, decision-making tools, enabling technologies, risk management approaches, ISO39001, ISO14001, sustainability, resilience and Covid-19 implications. Foreseeing several significant challenges, this study examines the need of cooperation between academics and manufacturers to provide new approaches to manage distribution network in supply chain during disruption from different aspects. The results of this paper serves as a succinct reference guide for academics and companies seeking to implement viable and innovative future transportation solution and approaches.
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1. Introduction
Management of transportation operations in supply chain are recently operating in different environment due to globalization, innovative technological improvements (Venkadavarahan and Marisamynathan 2021), sustainable
expectation (de la Torre et al. 2021), and the ongoing economic and social regulations (Pani and Sahu 2019). Which presents a diverse set of challenges and prospects for decision makers. Nowadays supply chain operations are maintained using a range of novel and creative technologies (Büyüközkan and Göçer 2018). Freight and traffic transport are crucial component of modern society, and the relevance of transportation safety, cost, benefits and impacts cannot be emphasized (Kin et al. 2017). In logistics management, supply chain transportation network planning is a vital concern (Zhang et al. 2021), as disruption risk assessment present a significant concern in managing effective supply chain. Recently, the Europen desicionsupport system (DSS) is known as one of valuable reference for companies, authorities, and the transport industry, as it integrates data on accidents origin, hazards, measurements, and the core analytic frameworks for road safety performance (Martensen et al. 2019). It offers substantial information about transport parameters including their challenges and vulnerabilities for drivers, pedestrians, infrastructure, vehicles, equipment and measures. In order to explore the combination between transportation system, sustainability and supply chain manangement with the concepts of sustainability, it is essential to clarify the elements and features of distribution transportation network (Gudmundsson et al. 2016), as their structure depends entirely on the perspective of each fields. Many studies have developed different frameworks to fit changing requirements of transportation parameters in supply chain. Different technologies emphasized a range of basic transportation patterns, disruption, accident, cost, sustainability and injury severity. Several approaches and techniques have been conducted for evaluating transport safety risk, in order to predict transportation accidents with artificial neural networks models (Shah et al. 2017), machine learning (Spielman et al. 2018), convolutional neural network and deep learning architecture (Gutierrez-Osorio and Pedraza 2020). Young and al (2014) examined datasets that are used to create, evaluate, and test machine learning models. Different studies addresses current technological advances in freight logistics and transport distribution network (Wang and Sarkis 2021). Furthermore, the transport and logistics sector is experiencing a revolution from a centralized and computerized structure to a distributed and digital network (Orji et al. 2020). Some studies examined and described machine learning techniques that aimed to reduce the transport accident risks (Hu et al. 2020), but few studies integrated freight transport in supply chain risks. Given the complex and the rising transportation disruption risks in supply chain logistics. It is critical for organizations and companies to construct a flexible and efficient supply chain network and develop a strategic transportation plan (Hosseini et al. 2020). In emerging economies, the evaluation of freight transport network is a challenging issue (Venkadavarahan and Marisamynathan 2021). As a result, there is a scarcity of researches about the supply chain attributes in freight distribution system and their implications on operations, structure, risk management and sustainability. There has been very little research that addresses the growing need of integrating advanced technologies, in managing freight transportation disruption risk in supply chain. This study addresses this concern by discussing the fields’ requirement and opportunities to be integrated in future studies to assess distribution network and disruption risk in digital supply chain management using advanced technologies. Therefore, development of research in this context will be considerably motivated by the relevance and the significance of future approach to enhance the organization supply chain performance. To provide global interests in reducing transportation disruption risks and the development of advanced management decision-making tools including several criteria (sustainability, resilience, Covid-19, ISO 39001 and ISO 14001). In this paper, Section 2 presents the current situation and challenge of managing transportation disruption in smart supply chain, and the enabling techniques used to evaluate distribution network. Section 3 present the used methodology and the results of the bibliometric analysis to identify the research gaps. In the last section, we provide the future insight of various criteria and requirement to be developed in future approach.

2. Literature review
Contemporary freight and traffic transportation research have devoted to the study of potential risks variables that influence road accident mortality, injury severity,sustainability impact and costs and benefits of road system (Agamez-Arias and Moyano-Fuentes. 2017). Over the last years, many studies attempt to compile systematic and comprehensive analysis of several machine-learning models for transportation assessment to analyze their advantages and risks (Boukerche and Wang. 2020). Researchers Wang and Sarkis (2021) examined the recent advancements and the developments in using computer models to predict and review safety approach in current and future transportation networks. Researchers utilize different data mining algorithms to identify the most significant elements on automobile accidents. Through the integration of the situations of drivers and pedestrians and the environment of accidents in order to classify the severity of injured of road to evaluate the transport safety (Castro and Kim 2016). Lavrenz et al. (2018) addressed some of the underlying approaches and concerns in conventional time series modeling, as well as the current technology in applying forecasting models in transport safety analysis. Elamrani Abou Ellassad et al. (2020) developed and evaluated an aggregation-fused approach based on the usage of several classification models that function on fused
variables, to provide real time accurate transport collision forecasts. Different machine learning techniques have been used for the assessment of transportation safety in order to forecast probable car accidents, some frameworks were elaborated through defining appropriate regulations, focused strategy recommendations and rigorous and realistic diagnostic models (Tao et al. 2016). Different data-mining algorithms were used to build classification models to forecast the collision gravity on roads (Taamneh et al. 2017). Other studies create effective neural network architecture integrating fuzzy sets to decision rules in order to generate an aggregate transport safety rate and score (S. Shah et al. 2017).

The used of machine learning techniques has also gained a lots of attention in predicting and evaluating transport affecting factors (Singh et al. 2019). Some studies focused on forecasting accident potential operating risk (Zhang et al. 2021). Wang et al. (2019) addressed different key technological challenges using a structured machine learning method to identify road hazards and generate risks characteristics, in order to construct an effective and predictable machine learning framework. S. Shah et al. (2017) introduced an analytical technique for monitoring transportation risk assessment with multiple architecture model combining data envelopment analysis and artificial neural networks. Ihueze and Onwurah (2018) applied Arimax modeling technology based on data with independent factors, to investigated transportation collapses to promote and build reliable forecasting approaches for predicting accident rate. Assi et al. (2020) created machine learning algorithm to anticipate accident occurrence and severity using accident characteristics data (vehicle and road metrics). Sangare et al. (2021) combined Gaussian Mixture algorithm with Support Vector Machine to classify and evaluate traffic transport performance. The “Enhanced Expectation-Maximization Clustering” algorithm has been applied to generate a transportation accident-forecasting model (Babu and Tamilselvi, 2019). Deep learning models were also used to properly assess transportation risks on road (Zhang et al. 2021). Yi et al. (2019) conducted a thorough investigation into the deployment of a deep learning architecture for predicting transportation flow in transport network. Sangare et al. (2021) used hybrid models to predict the transportation accident risks on roads.

2.1 Transport disruption risk in supply chain

Smart Supply Chain is an effective process for organizations to invent different sources of profit and economic benefit by combining innovative techniques using creative technology and advanced methodologies (Büyüközkan and Göçer 2018). Machine learning algorithms allow the integration of various data characteristics, which is vital for improving the supply chain research of transportation disruption risk factors (Munger et al. 2020). Given the complex and the rising disruption risks in micro and macro logistics environment in supply chains, transport has become an operational engine. Supply networks are expensive whenever transportation is disrupted, in this context (Paul et al. 2020) focused on using a Bayesian Belief Network to estimate transportation and logistics disruption risks. Kumar and Sharma (2021) generated a decision making model to evaluate and offer recommendations for processing decisions making in case of network disruption. In order to offer additional insight as well as practical consequences for managers responding to supply chain interruptions during emergencies, Aldrighetti et al. (2021) offered a thorough overview assessment of modelling techniques of supply chain network design in manufacturing supply chain and transportation under interruption issues. The model focused on the various expenditures incurred because of ineffective financial investments. The above research, Paul et al. (2020) aimed to analyze the effect of the disruption risks in food supply chain. Using the Generalized Methods of Moments predictor, they found that the damage and disruption of increased stringency measures, the increase of COVID-19 instances, and public funding for Corona virus prevention and productivity expansions are all attributes that affected the supply chain network in food companies. Shankar et al. (2018) analyzed and assessed the long-term freight transportation risks in distribution network, by developing a risk evaluation method to evaluate environmental challenges.

By considering sustainability performance and risk management process, Giannakis and Papadopoulos (2016) offered an implementation strategy, through the investigation of the origins, nature and types of disruption risks in smart sustainable supply chain to provide an effective approaches to address these risks. Wang et al. (2018) and Gonçalves and Portugal (2020) performed a thorough literature investigation the major and the most appropriate techniques to assess transportation risk features including their impact on sustainability and integrating safety transportation in supply chain (Pasquale et al. 2019). The goal of the used approach by Paul et al. (2020), is to use a Bayesian Belief Model to estimate the risk factors of transportation interruption risks. Thorough examination of freight transportation; certain logistic risk factors that are addressed in supply chain management (Bravo and Vidal 2013). On the other hands, some approaches focused on measuring the performance of transporting supply chain network after
an arisen disruptions (Wide 2020), with an emphasis on the stages after disruptions have occurred, rather than emphasizing on risk management methods before a disruptions. Supply chain optimization concepts, are generally intended for decision-making outcomes that are commonly applied as enhanced assistance for organization decisions and perspectives. Transportation activities are frequently a key component of effective supply chain. However, in previous studies the risk management tools have not focused on disruption risk in digital supply chain particularly, and have integrated sustainability, decision-making process, resilience and disruptions separately.

2.2 Machine learning techniques in supply chain transportation

Modeling supply chain parameters in transportation network has become a challenging operation (Tavasszy et al. 2012). There has been a considerable increase in transportation research, thus different studies presented an overview assessment of emerging techniques and used in the implementation of transportation network, analysis with big data modeling (Kaffash et al. 2021), intelligent transportation system (Ullah et al 2020), features extraction, classification techniques in smart sustainable cities (Shafiq et al. 2020). Multiple studies elaborated model for risk prediction in supply chain using artificial intelligent algorithms. The model of Assi et al. (2020) used to investigate performances and it applicability in a real logistics network data by developing and deploying the framework to the problem of forecasting delivery delays. Other researches focused on forecasting the net profit of sustainable freight transport supplied to clients, using the impacting variables in supply chain evaluated by specialists and professionals (Budak and Sarvari 2021). This research by Barua et al. (2020), examined the latest advances in constructing machine-learning methods for assessing the multiple aspects of intelligent freight transportation in supply chain. Some authors have provided essential elements of a transportation automobile tracking services in supply chain, including major features and effective technologies such as Gps and Ble (Salazar-Cabrera et al. 2020). In order to provide diverse variety of service, inexpensive operational costs, and reduced energy requirements. For a logistics network architecture issue in supply chain, Sadeghi et al. (2019) presented a “fuzzy bi-objective mixed-integer non-linear programming” approach. In order to optimize the overall operating revenue and reducing the risk of logistic lead-time across production supply and distribution centers.

The evaluation of freight system in supply chain has been based recently on sustainability drivers and metrics for monitoring their effectiveness in supply chain (Venkadavarahan and Marisamynathan 2021). Different conceptual approach has been proposed to generate an index system to evaluate the relative rates of transportation sustainable achievement in supply chain (Assi et al. 2020). The main issue in freight transport operations result in the evaluating and selecting sustainable solutions for their supply chain (Pani and Sahu 2019). Integrating the sustainable approach, Bandeira et al. (2018) proposed a fuzzy multi-criteria technique to help decision maker identify viable logistics system designs to their company. The used of advanced techniques has been applied to examine supply chain parameters, predict freight travels patterns (Venkadavarahan and Marisamynatha, 2021), and freight temporal transit characteristics for various manufacturing activities (Allen et al. 2012), (Tavasszy et al. 2012)). Yamada and Febri (2015) constructed a freight transportation network design that enhanced supply chain performance. The forecasting approach is conducted in analytical programs with optimum requirements, which directly include both supply chain operations and transportation networks. Gunasekaran et al. (2017) provide a comprehensive assessment about the application of information technology in freight network and supply chain management. Recent researches provide systematic overview of works that used machine-learning methods to assist risk management analysis in supply chain, but most of these studies did not integrate freight transport disruption risks in digital supply chain.

3. Methodology and bibliometric analysis

We conducted a systematic literature review in an iterative process that included identifying relevant keywords, sorting the results, analyzing the literature, and comparing the findings to other similar literature studies. The papers selection method was based on three different steps. The first step (1) we to identify the selected criteria of papers including studies published from 2014 to 2021, paper in English languages, peer-reviewed papers and high quality conference papers, and we also focused on studies investigating transportation researches in smart supply chain, and disruption management in distribution network. The second step (2) we selected the data source such as Scopus, Springer, Emerald, Taylors and Francis and Science direct, then we defined the keywords list and combinations for instance (“transportation” or “distribution network” and “advanced techniques” or “machine learning”, ‘supply chain” or “logistics” and “disruption”). The third step (3) was based on paper selection after revision; we assessed 36 publications relevant to recent techniques in freight transportation, 47 papers addressing supply chain...
transport disruption risks, and 66 articles relating machine-learning applications in smart supply chain. We excluded some of the papers and updated them with other appropriate papers based on their relevance to our review theme. Overall, we examined at 134 articles. By reviewing the abstracts, the identified papers were examined and evaluated, and then we reviewed the full paper text. Irrelevant publications were removed based on academic assessment and a VOSviewer based information clustering technique. In addition, as seen in Figure 1, the keywords occurrence resulted in a considerable amount of work assessing separately freight distribution networks (1), machine learning approaches (2), and smart supply chain transportations (3).

Figure 1 presents the occurrence of keywords, to analyze the most frequent terms of the used publications, which helps in classifying the themes of existing studies in supply chain transportation network. Figure 2 illustrates the abstract co-occurrence according on the investigated articles based on the studied data. This figure depicts the association between the terms that emerged simultaneously in the abstract.
We can emphasize the use of the terms "Technique", "algorithm", "Disruption" and "supply chain" which together form a significant research core. As a consequence of the findings of this study (Figure 1 and Figure 2), we can notice the absence of sophisticated technology terminology connected to freight transportation disruption in the supply chain. In this context, this void provides an opportunity for combined investigations to develop a new creative research approach. Furthermore, the availability of such research attracts the attention of organizations, companies, and governments, resulting in new researchers collaborations in this fields, as it integrates freight transportation, disruption risks, network planning, safety and supply chain optimization. Machine learning approaches, on the other hand, are employed to assess transportation safety and infrastructure. Hence, current findings in machine learning approaches can help organizations to create and improve their supply chais by assessing disruption threats in their distribution n networks.

4. New research avenues and approach requirements
Supply chain disruption mitigation requires the integration of supply chain distribution network architecture from the perspective of increased perseverance, cultivating logistics performance, promoting collaborative, advanced supply chain decision-making process, and using advanced technologies and techniques. This collaboration promotes smart risk management awareness in digital supply chain transportation system. In this section, we present the future studies requirements and opportunities to be integrated in future frameworks for managing transport disruptions in digital supply chain using emerging approaches.

4.1 Decision making and advanced management integration
Advanced management is required to establish efficient transportation systems, as it is deployed throughout the integration of digital logistics to conduct effective strategies, management, supervision, and control of logistics operations (Pan et al. 2021). The implementation of transportation regulations and the creation of infrastructure architecture initiatives, such as new transport monitoring solutions, constitute the most important step of organization’s social management. To accomplish data exchange and collaboration in efficient transportation and smart supply chain, a management information process is vital to prevent disruptions (Ding et al. 2021). Collaborative management incorporates legislative measures such as smart methods, special road networks, and transportation operations to successfully manage transportation for the economic benefits of the organization (Chen et al. 2021). The distribution network management for logistics operations are asked to implement effectively the 5G network, which enables the program function efficiently, and reduce considerably the resources requirements (Di 2020).
smart transportation, advanced management is performed to establish, manage, and coordinate materials and resources. It also collaborates with different techniques and technologies to help the distribution network in supply chain operate properly and smoothly (Song et al. 2021). It is a research requirement to seek out how to integrate information and communication technologies and advanced management to develop innovative logistics operations in smart supply chain to manage disruptions.

### 4.2 Smart distribution network in digital supply chain

Advanced technology, information, and smart sensors are revolutionizing the transportation infrastructure (Zhang et al. 2021). Depending on different dataset, the science community has assisted in introducing valuable transportation systems and computer technology solutions at a frightening rate (Chen et al. 2021). Smart transportation systems in digital supply chain contributes to smart disruption management using and incorporating many technologies: Internet - of - things, advanced analytics, cloud technology, intelligent systems, and efficient decision-making systems (Boukerche and Wang 2020). This integration empowers the distribution network to share information, respond quickly (Song et al. 2021), and integrate resources during disruption, its purpose is to create a more flexible, consistent, effective, and secure freight transportation services to enables the interaction across transportation network operators (Wang et al. 2020). This also offers a faster reaction to disruption incidents. Further innovations, such as cloud computing, virtualization, and machine learning, allow sensor logistic operation to be more proactive. Some difficult disruption risks and issues can be addressed by combining these innovative information and communications technologies, as it can assist in making informed decisions and devise the appropriate enterprise resource planning system (Dubey et al. 2021). Network optimization challenges in transportation can be addressed using these advanced technologies; we can predict potential conditions, make accurate decisions, examine and detect legitimate and incorrect data (Song et al. 2021). With Internet - of - things devices and technologies, we can help smart distribution in supply chain become more effective, precise, and smart regarding disruptions (Pacella and Papadia 2021).

### 4.3 Risk management approach

The COVID-19 pandemic has had a substantial impact on all areas and fields of supply chain. It has expanded swiftly over the world, exacerbated institutional disparities, and had enormous social and economic implications (Grillo-Núñez et al. 2021). Disruptions like COVID-19 epidemic have directly revealed the fragility of the current supply chains, which is primarily leading to a shortage management of transparency, data traceability, and clarity. Different studies established models to evaluate the decision-making operations and offers rules requirement for judgments making during crisis (Kumar and Sharma 2021). Most of those studies offered additional perspectives and practical consequences for practitioners responding with supply chain interruptions during emergencies. Hence, future framework can provide insights on risk management during transportation disruption in smart supply chain. On the other hand, in accordance with ISO 39001 for “Road Traffic Safety Management Systems”, it has developed rules to guarantee secure actions designed to reduce transportation accidents and disruptions (Conca et al. 2016). These requirements present an opportunity for further researches, as they are designed for network management, authorities, and private businesses to establish a consistent management approach for significantly reducing risks techniques.

### 4.4 Sustainability and resilience

Resilience is a key component of digital supply chain for controlling and reducing disturbances. Several techniques and mitigation measures are used to boost the supply chain resilience in order to mitigate towards interruption (Ivanov and Rozhkov 2020). Certain studies focused on the after disruption efforts to stabilize and restore the distribution network in adaptive resilience approaches. when significant disruptions occur, architectural network adaptation may be required by incorporating supply chain aspects and emergency transportation arrangements (Moosavi and Hosseini 2021). The detailed examination of resilience and network disruption risks in supply chain management can present a major aspect that characterizes future studies and makes a significant contribution through the integration of advanced technologies in this analysis. Hence, many studies elaborated approaches to contribute in the decision-making strategies during disruption risk that includes resilience (Aldrighetti et al. 2021), but most of studies have not included transportation disruption in digital supply chain. Others approaches have taken into account sustainability and resilience considerations to anticipated disruption costs and preventive robustness development (Moosavi and Hosseini 2021). Sustainable development have also emerged as a vital feature of transport networks, emphasizing that the effects of environmental and social impacts of transportation operations. Administration and legislator
determinations on sustainable mobility are varied. Recently, their emphasis has been on reducing congestion in metropolitan regions and providing innovative transportation systems to conventional models that generate harmful emissions (de la Torre et al. 2021). Several initiatives, strategies and decisions are based on organization’s interests for network infrastructure, modalities of transportation, and purchasing patterns among other considerations (Santilli et al. 2021). As a result, using technologies like machine learning techniques helps to assist in decision-making aspects for managing sustainable and resilient transport in smart supply chain distribution during disruptions. Subsequently, companies nowadays are increasingly embracing standards management solution such as ISO 9001 and ISO 14001 accreditation (Toporowicz et al. 2021), which provide an opportunity for organizations to promote their sustainable performance and enhance their international image through the integration of environmental requirements. Thus, this context offers a significant axis of research for future studies to incorporate and merge distribution network in smart supply chain management during disruption. New advanced management and decision-making tools can be taking into consideration including advanced technologies for risk management with sustainable and resilience criteria, Covid-19, ISO 39001, ISO 9001 and ISO 14001 requirements.

5. Conclusion
Our study emphasizes the necessity to understand the disruption risk mitigation in smart supply chain and distribution network. It underlines this challenge from the perspective of enhanced resilience, promoting sustainable transportation system, developing advanced techniques to assess transportation risks and integrating different risk management approaches. This collaboration enhances the performance of organization and sustain the supply chain transportation preventative measures, which promotes risk identification and remediation. This paper discusses the techniques and approaches used in transportation and logistics assessment in supply chain. Particularly, we investigated and reviewed studies and implementations of machine learning techniques for freight transportation, and risk management approaches during disruptions. This study presents new insights for managing transport disruption in digital supply chain using enabled technologies, with the integration of multiple criteria and requirements. We points out advanced management solutions and decision-making process merging sustainability, resilience, ISO 39001, ISO 14001 V 2015, Covid-19 implications and risk management and smart supply chain approaches. Furthermore, these directions present many limitations, such as assuring supply chain features dependability, costs of integrating advanced technologies in transportation network, connecting and collecting transport data infrastructure, luck of applications in transportation technologies, also such multi criteria programs are often difficult to generate and predict.
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